Abstract: Electron transfers in photosynthesis and respiration commonly occur between protein-bound prosthetic groups that are separated by large molecular distances (often greater than 10 A Ê ). Although the electron donors and acceptors are expected to be weakly coupled, the reactions are remarkably fast and proceed with high speci®city. Tunneling timetables based on analyses of Fe 2 /Cu to Ru 3 electron-transfer rates for Ru-modi®ed heme and copper proteins reveal that the structure of the intervening polypeptide can control these distant donor±acceptor couplings. Multistep tunneling can account for the relatively rapid Cu to Re 2 electron transfer observed in Re-modi®ed azurin.
INTRODUCTION
Electron tunneling occurs in reactions where the electronic interaction between redox sites is relatively weak [1] . Under these circumstances, the transition state for the electron-transfer reaction must be formed many times before there is a successful conversion from reactants to products. Semiclassical theory (Eqn 1) [2] predicts that the reaction
rate for electron transfer (ET) from a donor (D) to an acceptor (A) at ®xed separation and orientation depends on the reaction driving force (ÀDG8), a nuclear reorganization parameter (l), and the electroniccoupling strength between reactants and products at the transition state (H AB ). This theory reduces a complex dynamical problem in multidimensional nuclear-con®guration space to a simple expression comprised of just two parameters (l, H AB ). Equation 1 naturally partitions into nuclear (exponential) and electronic (pre-exponential) terms: ET rates reach their maximum values (k o ET ) when the nuclear factor is optimized (ÀDG8 l); these k o ET values are limited only by the electronic-coupling strength (H 2 AB ).
Ru-MODIFIED PROTEINS
Investigations of the driving-force, temperature, and distance dependences of ET rates can be used to de®ne the fundamental ET parameters l and H AB [3±10] . Natural systems often are not amenable to the systematic studies that are required to explore the fundamental aspects of biological ET reactions [11] . Indeed, some of the most revealing investigations have employed chemically modi®ed proteins [1,11±34] . One particularly successful approach has involved measurements of ET in metalloproteins that have been surface-labeled with Ru(bpy) 2 (im)(HisX) 2 (bpy 2,2 H -bipyridine; im imidazole) ( Fig. 1 ) [19±27] . The long-lived, luminescent Ru-to-bpy charge-transfer excited states enable a wider range of electron-transfer measurements than is possible with nonluminescent complexes [19, 24] . Furthermore, the bpy ligands raise the Ru 3/2 reduction potential to <1 V vs. NHE, so that Fe 2 ! Ru 3 and Cu ! Ru 3 ET rates are closer to k o ET , leading to more reliable estimates of H AB and l [1] .
REORGANIZATION ENERGY
The nuclear factor in Eqn 1 results from a classical treatment of nuclear motions in which all reorganization is described by a single harmonic coordinate. The parameter l is de®ned as the energy of the reactants at the equilibrium nuclear con®guration of the products. The remarkable aspect of the nuclear factor is the predicted free-energy dependence (Fig. 2) . At low driving forces, rates increase with ÀDG8 but, at very high driving forces (ÀDG8 > l), ET rates are predicted to decrease (inverted effect). Experimental studies of electron-transfer rates in synthetic model complexes [3±5,7,9,10] and in biological systems [15, 22, 31, 33] have provided convincing evidence for inverted driving-force effects. For ET reactions in polar solvents, the dominant contribution to l arises from reorientation of solvent molecules in response to the change in charge distribution of the reactants (l S ). Dielectric continuum models are commonly used in calculations of solvent reorganization. The earliest models treated the reactants as conducting spheres [2] ; later re®nements dealt with charge shifts inside low dielectric cavities of regular (spherical, ellipsoidal) shape [35, 36] . Embedding reactants in a low dielectric medium (e.g. a membrane) can dramatically reduce reorganization energies, but the effect on ET rates depends on the response of ÀDG8 to the nonpolar environment. Generally, low dielectric media will reduce the driving force for charge-separation reactions (D A ! D A À ), but will have a smaller effect on the energetics of charge-shift reactions (e.g.
The second component of the nuclear factor arises from changes in bond lengths and bond angles of the donor and acceptor following electron transfer. Classical descriptions of this inner-sphere reorganization (l I ) usually are not adequate, and quantum-mechanical re®nements to Eqn 1 have been developed [37] . The most signi®cant consequences of quantized nuclear motions are found in the inverted region. Owing to nuclear tunneling through the activation barrier, highly exergonic reactions will not be as slow as predicted by the classical model. Distortions along coordinates associated with high-frequency vibrations (> 1000 cm À1 ) can signi®cantly attenuate the inverted effect.
The nuclear factor re¯ects the interplay between driving force and reorganization energy that regulates ET rates. A reaction in the inverted region can be accelerated if a pathway is available that releases less free energy in the actual ET step. This can be accomplished by the formation of electronically excited products (*D , *A À ), because the ET driving force will be lower by an amount equal to the energy of the excited electronic state. An ET process that forms excited products will be the preferred pathway if its driving force is closer to l than that of a reaction forming ground-state products [38] . The signi®cant difference in reorganization energy between Ru-ammine and Ru-bpy modi®ed proteins highlights the important role of water in protein electron transfer. The bulky bpy ligands shield the charged metal center from the polar aqueous solution, reducing the solvent reorganization energy. In the same manner, the medium surrounding a metalloprotein active site will affect the reorganization energy associated with its ET reactions. A hydrophilic active site will lead to larger reorganization energies than a hydrophobic site. Consequently, the kinetics of protein ET reactions will be very sensitive to the activesite environment.
ELECTRONIC COUPLING
Nonadiabatic ET reactions are characterized by weak electronic interaction between the reactants and products at the transition-state nuclear con®guration (H AB << k B T). This coupling is directly related to the strength of the electronic interaction between the donor and acceptor [41] . When donors and acceptors are separated by long distances (> 10 A Ê ), the D/A interaction will be quite small.
In 1974 Hop®eld described biological ET in terms of electron tunneling through a square potential barrier [42] . In this model, H ). An intervening medium between redox sites reduces the height of the tunneling barrier, leading to a smaller distance-decay constant. Hop®eld estimated b < 1.4 A Ê À1 for biological ET reactions on the basis of measurements of the temperature dependence of ET from a cytochrome to the oxidized special pair in the photosynthetic reaction center of Chromatium vinosum [42] . An 8 A Ê edgeedge separation was estimated on the basis of this decay constant; later structural studies revealed that the actual distance was somewhat greater (12.3 A Ê ).
The square-barrier models assume that the distant couplings result from direct overlap of localized donor and acceptor wavefunctions. In long-range ET (R > 10 A Ê ), the direct interaction between donors and acceptors is negligible; electronic states of the intervening bridge mediate the coupling via superexchange. If oxidized states of the bridge mediate the coupling, the process is referred to as`hole transfer'; mediation by reduced bridge states is known as`electron transfer'. In 1961 McConnell developed a superexchange coupling model to describe charge±transfer interactions between donors and acceptors separated by spacers comprised of m identical repeat units (Eqn 2) [43] . The total coupling depends upon the interaction between adjacent hole
or electron states in the bridge (h j ), the energy difference between the degenerate D/A states and the bridge states (D), and the interactions between the D and A states and the bridge (h D , h A ). This model assumes that only nearest-neighbor interactions mediate the coupling and, consequently, predicts that H AB will vary exponentially with the number of repeat units in the bridge. Several studies of the distance dependence of ET in synthetic donor-acceptor complexes agree quite well with this prediction [44±46]. Ab initio calculations of H AB for bridges composed of saturated alkane spacers, however, suggest that the simple superexchange model is not quantitatively accurate [47±50]. Nonnearestneighbor interactions were found to dominate the couplings and, except in a few cases, nearest±neighbor interactions were relatively unimportant. A particularly signi®cant ®nding in these studies is that the non-nearest neighbor interactions make the coupling along a saturated alkane bridge quite sensitive to its conformation.
The medium separating redox sites in proteins is comprised of a complex array of bonded and nonbonded contacts and an ab initio calculation of coupling strengths is a formidable challenge. The homologous-bridge superexchange model (Eqn 2) is not suitable because of the diverse interactions in proteins. Beratan, Onuchic, and co-workers developed a generalization of the McConnell superexchange coupling model that accommodates the structural complexity of a protein matrix [51±55] . In this tunneling-pathway model, the medium between D and A is decomposed into smaller subunits linked by covalent bonds, hydrogen bonds, or through-space jumps. Each link is assigned a coupling decay (e C , e H , e S ), and a structure-dependent searching algorithm is used to identify the optimum coupling pathway between the two redox sites. The total coupling of a single pathway is given as a repeated product of the couplings for the individual links (Eqn 3).
A tunneling pathway can be described in terms of an effective covalent tunneling path comprised of n (nonintegral) covalent bonds, with a total length equal to s l (Eqn 4). The relationship between s l and the direct D-A distance(R) re¯ects
the coupling ef®ciency of a pathway [23] . The variation of ET rates with R depends upon the coupling decay for a single covalent bond (e C ), and the magnitude of e C depends critically upon the energy of the tunneling electron relative to the energies of the bridge hole and electron states [56] . In considering ET data from different protein systems, then, care must be taken to compare reactions in which oxidants (for hole tunneling) have similar reduction potentials.
The tunneling-pathway model has proven to be one of the most useful methods for estimating longrange electronic couplings [51±53, 57, 58] . Employing this model, Beratan, Betts, and Onuchic predicted in 1991 that proteins comprised largely of b-sheet structures would be more effective at mediating longrange couplings than those built from a helices [55] . This analysis can be taken a step further by comparing the coupling ef®ciencies of individual protein secondary structural elements (b strands, a helices). The coupling ef®ciency can be determined from the variation of s l as a function of R. A linear s l / R relationship implies that k o ET will be an exponential function of R; the distance-decay constant is determined by the slope of the s l /R plot and the value of e C . then the hydrogen-bond decay is assigned a value equal to that of a covalent bond [53] . Longer heteroatom separations lead to weaker predicted couplings but, as yet, there is no experimental con®rmation of this relationship.
In the coiled a-helix structure a linear distance of just 1.5 A Ê is spanned per residue. In the absence of mediation by hydrogen bonds, s l is a very steep function of R b , implying that an a helix is a poor conductor of electronic coupling (2.7 s l /R b , distance-decay constant 1.97 A Ê À1 ) [23] . If the hydrogen-bond networks in a helices mediate coupling, then the Beratan±Onuchic parameterization of hydrogen-bond couplings suggests a s l /R b ratio of 1.72 (distance-decay constant 1.26 A Ê À1 ; Fig. 4 ). Treating hydrogen bonds as covalent bonds further reduces this ratio (1.29 s l /R b , distance-decay constant 0.94 A Ê À1 ). Hydrogen±bond interactions, then, will determine whether a helices are vastly inferior to or are slightly better than b sheets in mediating long-range electronic couplings. It is important to note that the coiled helical structure leads to poorer s l /R b correlations, especially for values of R b under 10 A Ê . In this distance region, the tunneling pathway model predicts little variation in coupling ef®ciencies for the different secondary structures. The coupling in helical structures could be highly anisotropic. Electron transfer along a helix may have a very different distance dependence from ET across helices. In the latter cases, the coupling ef®ciency will depend on the nature of the interactions between helices. A ®nal point involves the dependence of coupling ef®ciencies on bond angles. It is well known that b sheets and a helices are described by quite different peptide bond angles (f, c). Ab initio calculations on saturated hydrocarbons have suggested that different conformations provide different couplings [47] . Different values of e C , then, might be necessary to describe couplings in b sheets and a helices.
TUNNELING TIMETABLES
Analyses of ET rate/distance relationships require a consistent de®nition of the D-A distance [59±61]. When comparing rates from systems with different donors and/or acceptors, it can be dif®cult to identify a proper distance measure. All maximum ET rates should extrapolate to a common adiabatic rate as R approaches van der Waals contact. So-called edge-to-edge distances are often employed but there are many ambiguities, not the least of which is de®ning the sets of atoms that constitute the edges of D and A. For planar aromatic molecules (e.g. chlorophylls, pheophytins, quinones), edge-edge separations are usually de®ned on the basis of the shortest distance between aromatic carbon atoms of D and A. In transition-metal complexes (e.g. Fe-heme, Ru-ammine, Ru-bpy), however, atoms on the periphery are not always well coupled to the central metal, and empirical evidence suggests that metal-metal distances are more appropriate. (Fig. 5) . Detailed electronic structure calculations indicate that the S atom of Cys112 has by far the strongest coupling to the Cu center; the His (imidazole) couplings are only one third that of the Cys ligand, and the Met121 (S) and Gly45 (O) couplings are just a tenth of the Cys coupling [65, 66] . These highly anisotropic ligand interactions strongly favor pathways that couple to the Cu through Cys112. Couplings along different b strands would be expected to have the same distance-decay constants, but different intercepts at close contact. In this light, then, it is quite surprising that the distance dependence of ET in Ru-modi®ed azurin can be described by a single straight line (Fig. 5) .
One explanation for uniform distance dependence of couplings along the Met121 and Cys112 strands is that strong interstrand hydrogen bonds serve to direct all of the distant couplings through the Cys112 ligand [56, 67, 68] . A hydrogen bond between Met121(O) and Cys112(NH) could mediate coupling from the Ru complex bound to His122. A second hydrogen bond (Gly123(O)-Phe110(NH)) would provide a coupling link for His124 and His126 ET reactions. The importance of the pathways that cross from the Met121 strand to the Cys112 strand depends upon the coupling ef®ciencies of the hydrogen bonds. Model-complex studies have demonstrated ef®cient electron transfer across hydrogen-bonded interfaces [69, 70] . In the standard Beratan-Onuchic pathway model, hydrogenbond couplings are distance-scaled and generally afford weaker couplings than covalent bonds [53] . This procedure for calculating hydrogen-bond couplings cannot explain the similar distance dependences of ET along the Met121 and Cys112 strands in Ru-modi®ed azurins. Treating the hydrogen bonds as covalent bonds in the tunneling-pathway model (e H e 2 C ), however, does lead to better agreement with experiment [56] .
Long-range ET from the Cys3-Cys26 disul®de radical anion to the copper in azurin has been studied extensively by Farver and Pecht [71, 72] . Estimates based on experimental rate data indicate that the S 2 /Cu coupling is unusually strong for a donor/acceptor pair separated by 26 A Ê . Relatively strong Cu/Ru couplings also have been found for ET reactions involving Ru-modi®ed His83 [56, 62, 63] . Interestingly, both the Cys3-Cys26 and His83 tunneling times ®t on the 1.1 A Ê À1 distance decay de®ned by the couplings along the Met121 and Cys112 strands (Fig. 5) . Strong interstrand hydrogen bonds may be responsible for the ef®cient couplings from the disul®de site and from His83 [63] . Donor-acceptor pairs separated by a helices include the heme-Ru redox sites in two Ru-modi®ed myoglobins, Ru(bpy) 2 (im)(HisX)-Mb (X 83, 95; Fig. 6 ) [73, 74] . The tunneling pathway from His95 to the Mb-heme is comprised of a short section of a helix terminating at His93, the heme axial ligand. [74] tunneling time, however, is substantially longer than those found in b-sheet structures at similar separations, in accord with the predicted distance-decay constant for an a helix (Fig. 6 ).
ET rate data are available for nine Ru-modi®ed derivatives of cytochrome b 562 , a four-helix-bundle protein [75] . The tunneling times for Ru-modi®ed b 562 exhibit far more scatter than was found for Rumodi®ed azurin. Two derivatives exhibit ET rates close to those predicted for coupling along a simple a helix, and several others lie close to the b-strand decay. In these proteins, as in Ru(His70)Mb, the intervening medium is not a simple section of a helix. Coupling across helices, perhaps on multiple interfering pathways, is likely to produce a complex distance dependence. Interpretation of the relative ET rates in cytochrome b 562 will require a more detailed analysis of the medium separating the redox sites [76] .
The master tunneling timetable for Ru-modi®ed proteins (Fig. 7) demonstrates that virtually all observed ET rates fall in a zone bound by the predicted distance decays for a helices and b strands. This large set of kinetics data provides compelling support for tunneling mediated by the sigma-bond framework of the protein. Measured protein ET rates that lie outside of this zone should be examined carefully for possible alternative mechanisms. 
MULTISTEP TUNNELING
Electron tunneling in proteins is relatively slow at very long molecular distances (Fig. 7) . Experimentally validated tunneling times for distances greater than 25 A Ê are milliseconds or greater, as exempli®ed by Ru(His107)-azurin. In this protein, calculations show that a multistep tunneling (`hopping') mechanism through an intervening Tyr108 (Cu ! Tyr /0 ! Ru 3 ) is only slightly less favorable than direct Cu ! Ru 3 tunneling. In order to examine multistep tunneling experimentally, we have modi®ed the His107 mutant of azurin with Re(CO) 3 (phen)(H 2 O) (phen 1,10-phenanthroline) [77] . With a highpotential oxidant at position 107 (the reduction potential of Re(CO) 3 (phen)(im) 2/ is 2.1 V vs. (NHE) [78] , rapid generation of Tyr108 ? is followed by rate-limiting Cu ! Tyr108 ? tunneling (Fig. 8) 
